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To Nature editors: Correspondence

Wave power
Zhong Lin Wang’s comment ”New wave power” (Nature 542,159-160; 2017) sets off by some questionable statements: “Wave energy is plentiful, day and night, whatever the weather” and “waves involve slow flows and oscillations in random directions”. In reality, because waves are caused by accumulated wind energy, wave power shows very strong variations, with monthly averages that typically vary by a factor of six, as compared with a factor of two for wind power, and even stonger short-term peaks (Sørensen, B.. Renewable Energy, 1st to 5th edition, 1979-2017. Academic Press-Elsevier). The main component of wave motion is vertically circular and its direction is determined by previous wind directions and thus far from being random. The high ratio of peak to average power constitutes the main reason that commercialisation of wave power extraction has failed. The structural requirements for wave power devices are much higher than for offshore wind. which must show up in cost, for Wang’s nano-frictional devices (the spheres of which have to be electrically connected by wires of sufficient strength) as well as for the previously studied pneumatic or mechanical wave power devices.
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